Metaheuristic algorithms are important tools that in recent years have been used extensively in several fields. In engineering, there is a big amount of problems that can be solved from an optimization point of view. This paper is an introduction of how metaheuristics can be used to solve complex problems of engineering. Their use produces accurate results in problems that are computationally expensive. Experimental results support the performance obtained by the selected algorithms in such specific problems as digital filter design, image processing and solar cells design.
Introduction
In engineering, practically everything can be optimized. Optimization can be included in different subfields, for example, quality control, design, surveillance, etc. The aim is to find the best values that solve the problem. For example, less energy consumption. The optimization methods can be divided into two big groups: deterministic and stochastic. The deterministic techniques include classical approaches and most of them use gradient operations. On the other hand, the stochastic approaches include the use of heuristics and metaheuristics that imitates the behavior of different processes in nature. Recently, several metaheuristic methods have been proposed with interesting results. Such approaches use our scientific understanding of biological, natural or social systems, which at some level of abstraction can be represented as optimization processes, as inspiration. These methods include the social behavior of bird flocking and fish schooling such as the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [1] , the cooperative behavior of bee colonies such as the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) technique [2] , the improvisation process that occurs when a musician searches for a better state of harmony such as the Harmony Search (HS) [3] , the emulation of the bat behavior such as the Bat Algorithm (BA) method [4] , the mating behavior of firefly insects such as the Firefly (FF) method [5] , the social-spider behavior such as the Social Spider Optimization (SSO) [6] , the simulation of the animal behavior in a group such as the Collective Animal Behavior [6] , the emulation of immunological systems as the clonal selection algorithm (CSA) [7] , the simulation of the electromagnetism phenomenon as the electromagnetism-Like algorithm [8] , and the emulation of the differential and conventional evolution in species such as the Differential Evolution (DE) [9] and Genetic Algorithms (GA) [10] , respectively. They have been growing very fast. For that reason, there is the necessity to test them in real world problems. The drawback of the use of metaheuristics is the necessity to adapt the problem to be solved from an optimization point of view. In other words, it is necessary to define the objective function.
This paper presents a study of a selected group of problems solved using metaheuristics. The methods have been selected considering their importance in their own areas. All their areas are adapted and defined as an optimization problem. Different and popular algorithms have been used to search the best solutions. These techniques are Electromagnetism-Like Optimization (EMO) [8] , Harmony Search (HS) [3] and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [2] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basics of metaheuristics and explains the concepts of EMO, HS and ABC. In section 3, the optimization problems are formulated. Section 4 presents the experimental results and, in section 5, there are conclusions presented.
Metaheuristic optimization algorithms
From a conventional point of view, a metaheuristic method is an algorithm that simulates a biological, natural or social system at some level of abstraction. To be more specific, a standard EC algorithm includes:
1. One or more populations of candidate solutions are considered. 2. These populations change dynamically due to the production of new solutions. 3. A fitness function reflects the ability of a solution to survive and reproduce. 4. Several operators are employed in order to explore an exploit appropriately the space of solutions.
The methodology of metaheuristics suggest that, on average, candidate solutions improve their fitness over generations (i. e., their capability of solving the optimization problem). A simulation of the evolution process, based on a set of candidate solutions whose fitness is properly correlated to the objective function to optimize, will, on average, lead to an improvement of their fitness and thus steer the simulated population towards the global solution.
Most of the optimization methods have been designed to solve the problem of finding a global solution of a nonlinear optimization problem with box constraints in the following form: (1) where g g g ) seen so-far is preserved considering that it represents the best available solution. Fig. 1 presents a graphical representation of a basic cycle of a metaheuristic method. 
Electromagnetism-Like Optimization (EMO)
The EMO method, initially designed for bound constrained optimization problems, [8] 
, as a population for searching feasible set
where t denotes the iteration (or generation) number in the algorithm. Initial population
is taken of uniformly distributed samples of search region, X . We denote the population set at the t-th iteration by t S , as the members of t S changes with t. After the initialization of t S , EMO continues its iterative process until a stopping condition (e.g. the maximum number of iterations) is met. An iteration of EMO consists of two steps. In the first step, each point in t S moves to a different location by using the attraction-repulsion mechanism of the electromagnetism theory [11] . In the second step, points, moved by the electromagnetism principle, are further moved locally by a local search and then become members of 1 t  S in the ( 1) t  -th iteration. Both the attraction-repulsion mechanism and the local search in EMO are responsible for driving the members, , it x , of t S to the proximity of the global optimizer.
Harmony Search (HS) Optimization
The Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA) introduced by Geem, Kim, and Loganathan [12] is an evolutionary optimization algorithm which is based on the metaphor of the improvisation process that occurs when a musician searches for a better state of harmony. The standard HSA, considers each solution as a ''harmony" and is represented by an n-dimension real vector. An initial population of harmony vectors are randomly generated in the search space and stored within a Harmony Memory (HM). A new candidate harmony is thus generated from the elements in the HM by using a memory consideration operation either by a random re-initialization or a pitch adjustment operation. Finally, the HM is updated by comparing the new candidate harmony and the worst harmony vector in the HM. The worst harmony vector is replaced by the new candidate vector in case it is better than the worst harmony vector in the HM. The above process is repeated until a certain termination criterion is met. The basic HS algorithm consists of three main phases: HM initialization, improvisation of new harmony vectors and updating of the HM.
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Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Optimization
The ABC is an evolutionary algorithm inspired by the intelligent behavior of honey bees [2] . ABC consists of three essential components: food source positions, nectar amount, and several honey-bee classes. Each food source position represents a feasible solution for the problem under consideration. The nectar amount for a food source represents the quality of such a solution (represented by a fitness value). Each bee class symbolizes one particular operation for generating new candidate food source positions (i.e., candidate solutions). The ABC algorithm starts by producing a randomly distributed initial population (food source locations). After initialization, an objective function evaluates whether such candidates represent an acceptable solution (nectar amount) or not. Guided by the values of such an objective function, candidate solutions are evolved through different ABC operations (honey-bee types) until a termination criterion is met.
Problems formulation
Metaheuristics can be applied to several problems not only in engineering. However both optimization algorithms and problems, must be adapted according to the problem to solve. In this context, three problems are selected and are solved using one of the methods presented in Section 2. Each problem has been selected from different areas considering their importance. The selected problems are: Digital filters design, Image thresholding and Solar cells design.
Digital Filters Design
In the filter design process nowadays, the most efficient way to perform is by using metaheuristic algorithms which find the parameters that shape the filter. The main objective of filter design is to approximate the response of the filter to a desired signal by minimizing the objective function while adjusting the parameters of the filter coefficients (see Fig. 2 ). This paper studies the Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filters; they are defined in Eq. (2).
Here Y(z) and X(z) are the output and input of the filter. The parameters to be estimates are   (
where fil Y is the output generated by the filter using the values estimated by the optimization algorithm. Meanwhile p Y is the desired output.
Multilevel Thresholding
One important process in image processing is segmentation. This tasks consist in classifying the pixels of the image. Thresholding is the mostly used process in segmentation, in which the pixels of a gray scale image are divided in sets or classes depending on their intensity level (L). For this classification, it is necessary to select a threshold value (th) and follow the simple rule of Eq. (4). 
where p is one of the mn  pixels of gray scale image g I that can be represented in L gray scale levels   0,1,2,..., 1 LL  . 1 C and 2 C are the classes in which pixel p can be located, finally th is the threshold. The rule in Eq. (5) corresponds to bi-level thresholding and can be easily extended for multiple sets. The objective function used for this problem is the between class variance proposed by 
and for the mean values,
Solar Cells Design
Solar cell (SC) accurate modeling has received significant attention in recent years [14] . The modeling of PV cells consists of two steps: the mathematical model formulation and the accurate estimation of their parameter values. For the mathematical model, the Current vs. Voltage (I-V) characteristics that rule the behavior of a solar cell are considered. One of the most used methods for parameter estimation is the use of an equivalent circuit. The Single Diode model presented in Fig. 2 is an easy approximation widely used to obtain the best design of an SC. In Table 1 , the range of values for each parameter is presented. Table 2 and Fig. 3 . Figure 3 . Comparison of parameters for EMO and PSO for IIR filter design.
Multilevel Thresholding Using HS
A Harmony Search algorithm has been applied to find the best thresholds that can segment an image. The approach is applied over the complete set of benchmark images whereas the results of a selected images are registered in Table 3 . Such results present the best threshold values obtained after testing the proposed method, considering four different threshold points 2,3,4,5 th  . In the Table, there are also the PSNR and the STD values. According to the results, it is evident that the PSNR and STD values increment their magnitude as the number of threshold points increases. The results obtained after applying the HS to each of the images from Table 3 are presented in Fig.  4 as an example. The results show the segmented image, the histogram with the thresholds (best solutions) and the objective function evolution. 
Solar Cells Design Using ABC
For the solar cells design, the Artificial Bee Colony method has been used to estimate the best parameters of the single diode mode. The experiments have been performed using a commercial silicon solar cell (from the R.T.C. Company of France) under the standard test conditions (STC), with a diameter of 57mm. During the data collection process, it is considered that the solar cell operates under the following operating conditions: 1 sun ( 2 1000Wm) at T=33°C. In order to test the performance of the ABC method, four more temperatures have been included:
25
TC  ,
50
75
TC . The experiments were performed using 26 measurements form the physical SC. Such samples are shown in Table 5 . Table 4 shows the values of the SC estimated by ABC; they are also compared with PSO. On the other hand, the estimated data obtained with the best result of the ABC algorithm are also show in Table 5 . 
Conclusions
This work presents the implementation of three different algorithms applied over selected problems from engineering. The selected methods are the EMO, HS and ABC; they have been used to solve the problems of digital filter design, image segmentation and solar cells design. In all cases, the objective function depends directly on the problem and helps the algorithm to find solutions in the search space. In all cases, the proposed method obtains better results in comparison, for example, with Particles Swarm Optimization. It is important to mention that the aim of this paper is to propose metaheuristic algorithms as an alternative for classical approaches.
